ABSTRACT

Policymakers who are eager to promote the development and adoption of environmentally sustainable technologies too often ignore certain important regulatory principles when crafting incentive programs. Some approaches to limiting and winding down sustainability incentive programs have proven to be inefficient and unjust. Too often, the winding down process only begins when lawmakers face unpredicted budgetary constraints. This article argues that state and federal lawmakers could better promote economic efficiency and equity in sustainability-oriented policy design by more consistently adhering to the principles of gradualism, adequate notice, and respect for investment-backed expectations. Using examples of deficiencies in certain net metering program caps, tax credit program sunsets, and High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lane access rules for electric cars, this article illustrates the importance of these core regulatory principles and advocates for a greater focus on them in the structuring of limits on sustainability incentive policies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 2015, Todd and Sylvia Alfortish purchased a rooftop solar energy system in Louisiana, expecting to receive tax credits from the state to reduce the system’s overall price. To cover the up-front costs of installation until they received their tax credit, Todd and Sylvia obtained an eighteen-month “interest free” bridge loan. As part of the sales pitch to Todd and Sylvia, the company that sold the solar panels to the couple allegedly guaranteed they would receive the state income tax credits. Unfortunately, the legislature abruptly placed a cap on the tax credits that limited the credit’s availability far below the expected demand.

When Todd and Sylvia ultimately applied for the tax credit, their application was denied because the state’s new cap on the program had already been met. Then the couple learned that their “interest free” bridge loan was actually an “interest waivable” loan, and that the interest was waivable only if they received the income tax credit. Soon, Todd and Sylvia faced large payments on their bridge loan, with no hope of receiving help from the tax credit program.

2. Id.
3. Id.
5. Class Action Complaint, supra note 1, at 7.
6. Id. at 2.
7. Id.
Louisiana’s swift suspension of its solar energy tax credit program caught hundreds of Louisiana households off guard. Many of these families are now part of a class action lawsuit against solar installation and financing companies, claiming, among other things, that the companies misled them about the large tax credits when selling them solar panels. However, the Louisiana state legislature is arguably at least partially to blame for so quickly ending the state’s solar energy tax credit.

Policymakers who are eager to promote the development and adoption of environmentally sustainable technologies too often ignore some important regulatory principles. Programs without effective caps or sunset provisions can quickly turn from being a boon to the renewables industry into a hindrance. A poorly-crafted incentive program quickly runs up against budgetary and political concerns, and tends to evoke drastic measures to curtail the program. This article focuses on the need for careful planning at the front-end of incentive programs and advocates for adherence to basic regulatory principles that policymakers often overlook in their zeal to provide subsidies for renewable energy projects.

Part I of this article highlights three essential and often-overlooked principles associated with the formation of effective government-funded incentive programs: gradualism, respecting investment-backed expectations, and providing adequate notice of program changes. Part II focuses on two specific examples of incentive programs for sustainability-oriented investment—net metering and tax credits—and explains how inadequate adherence to the principles listed above unjustifiably constrained their effectiveness. Part II also examines some recent smaller incentive programs facing similar challenges. Finally, Part II proposes some specific ways that policymakers can avoid repeating these mistakes when designing future sustainability policy incentives.

A. Environmental Subsidies and Important Regulatory Principles

Over the past decade, subsidies and incentive programs helped unleash unprecedented growth in renewable energy and other sustainability-oriented development. Subsidies increase demand for a product, which leads to more research


9. Not surprisingly, solar system owners have also formed a class action, suing the Louisiana Department of Revenue, claiming they are entitled to tax credits that were supposed to be guaranteed. See Solar Panel Customers Sue State Over Tax Credits, THE TIMES-PICAYUNE (Sept. 14, 2016), http://www.nola.com/crime/index.ssf/2016/09/solar_panel_customers_sue_stat.html.

10. See infra Part II.

and development, ultimately lowering the cost to produce the product. If subsidies are implemented correctly, market forces should allow a new technology to slowly wean off the subsidy and become competitive against established technology.

In the mid-2000s, U.S. lawmakers enacted several bipartisan programs to incentivize a gradual transition to renewable energies. Congress enacted the Energy Policy Act of 2005 and the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 because of high oil prices and serious concerns that the U.S. was too dependent on foreign supplies. Global climate change concerns also spurred efforts to move the U.S. from its dependence on cheap fossil fuels to more environmentally friendly sources of energy. These efforts included federal tax credits for wind and solar, the Environmental Protection Agency’s crackdown on coal-fired power plants, and the U.S. commitment to the Paris Agreement.

Unfortunately, some poorly-designed sustainability incentive policies recently generated political backlash, angered citizens, spurred unnecessary litigation, and created severe budgetary problems for the governments enacting them. In many cases, governments brought these problems upon themselves by ignoring three basic principles: gradualism, respecting investment-backed expectations, and providing adequate notice before materially changing incentive policies.

Why, then, have many policymakers overlooked them in recent years in their crafting of sustainability-oriented incentive programs? Also, how can governments better avoid making similar mistakes in the future? This section describes the role that incentive programs played in promoting environmentally sustainable development over the past decade, explains the importance of the three aforementioned principles in the crafting of these policies, and highlights some specific examples of instances when governments have ignored these principles to their peril.

i. Basic Overview of Subsidies and Incentive Programs for Environmental Sustainability

Many recent renewable energy subsidies were created, at least in part, to curb the effects of climate change. Climate change is a growing and daunting concern that calls for not only a local response, but also a global response. The leading
cause of climate change is greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide and methane, produced by the consumption of fossil fuels. 19 If climate change remains unchecked, it can reduce crop production, affect human health, and contribute to a rise in sea levels.20

Renewable energy sources emit fewer greenhouse gases than fossil fuels.21 Over the last decade, renewable energy production in the United States grew steadily, with significant increases in the solar and wind industries.22 Hybrid and electric vehicles continue to grow in popularity—enough that states are developing new taxes to replace the antiquated gasoline tax.23 What is driving this investment in clean, renewable energy sources? In a word, subsidies.

Subsidies are broadly defined as government-provided benefits to businesses or individuals who satisfy certain specified requirements.24 Development subsidies are generally justified as means of helping recipients capture more societal benefits from their development activities.25 These captured social benefits are also commonly referred to as positive externalities. Subsidies take many forms, including tax credits, grants, in-kind subsidies, and cross-subsidies.26 Subsidies in the renewable energy industry encourage consumers and businesses to invest in sustainable energy projects that might otherwise be more expensive than non-renewable sources of energy.27 For example, under the Energy Policy Act of 2005, citizens and businesses that invested in nonresidential or residential solar energy installations were eligible for federal tax credits ranging from to 10–30% of the project cost.28

20. Klass, supra note 19.
23. See, e.g., Courtney Moran & Casey Ball, Penny Lane, Literally: Funding Roads One Vehicle Mile at a Time, 5 WILLAMETTE ENVTL. L.J. 1, 21 (2016).
25. Return-on-Investment for Select State Economic Development Incentive Programs, Off. of Econ. & Demographic Res. 6 (Jan. 1, 2014), http://edr.state.fl.us/content/returnoninvestment/EDR_ROI.pdf.
26. STEENBLIK, supra note 24, at 18.
Incentive programs should not be permanent fixtures in the energy industry. By their very nature, subsidies should taper as new technologies develop a foothold in the market. Thus, when lawmakers develop a subsidy, they must consider the endgame. A subsidy without a cap or sunset provision may prove disastrous for a government’s budget, as evidenced by Louisiana’s Solar Energy Tax Credit. The next sections discuss three regulatory principles that, if applied at the formation of a subsidy, will lead to greater success.

ii. The Principle of Gradualism

A well-designed incentive program requires the predictability that comes from gradual changes to the benefits it provides. While the term “gradualism” encompasses many definitions across a variety of fields, for purposes of this article, “gradualism” represents the principle that, when possible, policy changes “should be implemented without creating dramatic shifts in cost and benefits to individuals or groups.” All else equal, lawmakers should seek to implement new policies and end existing policies in ways that provide sufficient time for citizens and businesses to efficiently adapt. Because the renewable energy industry is subject to complex market dynamics, lawmakers must first understand how policy influences the market, and then monitor the market to allow for a gradual response to policy changes.

The virtues of gradualism have been understood for centuries. Even Aesop’s ancient fable of The Tortoise and the Hare highlights the value of gradualism in ways that would benefit modern incentive programs. In the fable, a tortoise and a hare agree to a race. The hare, excited and confident that he can win, starts the race at a sprint, while the tortoise moves at a slower, but consistent pace. Ultimately, the hare becomes over-confident and stops running before reaching the finish line. In

30. See infra Part II.B.i.
31. Other names for gradualism include incrementalism, rate shock, and rate stability.
34. Scott Victor Valentine, Gradualist Best Practice in Wind Power Policy, 22 Energy for Sustainable Dev. 74, 75 (2014). See also Direct Testimony and Exhibits of Ali Al-Jabir, Application of the Narragansett Electric Company d/b/a National Grid for Approval of a Change in Electric and Gas Distribution Rates Pursuant to R.I.G.L. Sections 39-3-10 and 39-1-3-11, No. 4323, at 5 (Aug. 30, 2012) http://www.ripuc.org/eventsactions/docket/4323-Navy-Aljabir(8-30-12).pdf (“Although factors such as . . ., gradualism, . . . can also be taken into consideration when determining the final spread of the revenue requirement among classes, the fundamental starting point and guideline should be the cost of serving each customer class . . . “).
contrast, the tortoise slowly trudges along and eventually overtakes the hare to win the race. The familiar moral of this fable is that “slow and steady wins the race.” In the context of designing policy incentives, Sir Rodger L’Estrange’s moral, published in 1692, is an even better fit: "A [p]lodging [d]iligence brings us sooner to our [j]ourney’s [e]nd then a [f]luttering [w]ay of [a]dvancing by [s]tarts and by [s]tops; for ‘tis [p]erseverance alone that can carry us [all the way].”

Lawmakers often approach efforts to incentivize renewable energy technology like Aesop’s infamous hare. In many cases, the subsidies and incentive programs they design are generous in the first few years but then abruptly end and destroy much of the momentum they generate. This “fluttering way of advancing” unnecessarily dampens the effectiveness of policies aimed at promoting environmental sustainability and renewable energy technologies. "Boom and bust" government policies, as some critics have labeled them, create regulatory uncertainty and reduce investor confidence. Intermittent and haphazard energy policies also have a chilling effect on the market for new and improved products.

The principle of gradualism is often cited in rate cases before public utility commissions (PUCs). In the context of rate design, gradualism refers to “phasing in rates . . . over a longer period of time allowing consumers to gradually make the adjustments in the ‘elastic’ part of their spending so as to pay for increased . . . costs . . .” While on occasion PUCs have modified or rejected rate changes based on concerns over abrupt changes affecting consumers, some states do not even

---

37. Id.
40. See, e.g., City of Indianapolis Dep’t of Pub. Utilities, 39066, 1991 WL 531202, at *72 (Nov. 1, 1991) (“Utility rates should be designed to the maximum extent practicable to reflect the cost of providing service, while avoiding abrupt changes in rate structures and undue hardship.”); Commissions Investigation of Value & Cost of Distributed Generation, 334 P.U.R.4th 29, at 125 (Jan. 3, 2017) (Adopting two new solar valuation methodologies to replace net metering that will “provide a path for a gradual transition away from the current net metering model to one that better reflects the value of [distributed generation].”); Nev. Power Co., 15-07041 & 15-07042, 2016 WL 693150, at *68 ¶ 273 (Feb. 12, 2016) (“Gradualism is the concept used by utility regulatory commissions to manage change associated with moving utility prices to reflect new or changing rate structures of costs of service.”).
42. See, e.g., Rocky Mountain Power, 279 P.U.R.4th 1 (Feb. 18, 2010) (approving rate increase, but staggering its implementation to conform with gradualism); Portland Gen. Elec. Co., 213 P.U.R.4th 376, at 5 (Nov. 20, 2001) (“When allocating a utility’s revenue requirement among customer classes, the Commission has pursued—where possible—a policy of gradualism by avoiding substantial rate increases for any particular customer class.”).
require their PUCs to consider gradualism. In addition to rate change cases, references to gradualism also appear in international trade agreements, the Federal Reserve interest rate policies, and case law.

Of course, the principle of gradualism does not exist in a vacuum. Lawmakers often face multiple goals when setting caps for tax credits or other incentive programs. Protecting consumers from dramatic shifts in costs is only one of those goals. A few utility rate cases have even emphasized the potential danger of focusing only on gradualism at the expense of other important considerations. Moreover, governing statutes for PUCs rarely require the commissions to specifically consider gradualism when setting rates and crafting policies.

Nonetheless, policymakers in environmental sustainability have too often ignored gradualism to their peril. Two contrasting examples help to illustrate this point. A first example is an electric utility rate case in Iowa in 2015. The Iowa Utilities Board encouraged electric utilities to develop pilot programs to “expand renewable [distributed generation] in Iowa.” Two utilities, MidAmerican Energy and

44. Richard Chisik, Gradualism in Free Trade Agreements: A Theoretical Justification, 59 J. INT’L ECON. 367, 367 (2003); see also Richard M. Bird, A View From the North, 49 Tax L. REV. 745, 756 (1994) ("When dealing with complex, uncertain and changing problems, both practice and theory suggest an incremental ‘problem-solving’ approach – ‘muddling through’ as it sometimes has been disrespectfully called – is not only all that can be done, it is generally the best fallible humans can do."); see Barbara A. Cherry, Institutional Governance for Essential Industries Under Complexity: Providing Resilience Within the Rule of Law, 17 COMMLAW CONSCPLECTUS 1, 30 n. 191 (2008).
46. Alfred C. Aman, Jr., Administrative Law in A Global Era: Progress, Deregulatory Change, and the Rise of the Administrative Presidency, 73 CORNELL L. REV. 1101, 1122 (1988) ("The traditional judicial discourse, with its penchant for precedent, reasoning by analogy, and reliance upon the past, is essentially a conservative one. . . . The most successful arguments, therefore, . . . advocate the kind of gradualism that common law judges understand best. Such arguments result in incremental, rather than radical, change and adapt easily to the preexisting regulatory scheme.").
47. Perhaps the most prominent factor facing lawmakers is the budget. When Louisiana lowered its cap on solar tax credits, the motivating factor was a budget deficit and inflated subsidy payments. Other factors include guaranteeing a rate of return to utilities, competing economic interests, and of course, political agendas. See infra Part II.B.i.
48. Ohio Consumers’ Counsel, 926 N.E.2d at 266 (finding “no authority that gradualism is a factor that the [public utilities] commission is required to apply in every rate-design case.”); Watergate E., Inc. v. Pub. Serv. Comm’n of D.C., 665 A.2d 943, 950 (D.C. 1995) (“We also observe . . . that in addition to its policy of gradualism, the Commission was also required to consider the very large revenue deficit . . . “); Lloyd v. Pennsylvania Pub. Util. Comm’n, 904 A.2d 1010, 1020 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2006) (“[W]hile permitted, gradualism is but one of many factors to be considered and weighed by the Commission in determining rate designs, and principles of gradualism cannot be allowed to trump all other valid ratemaking concerns . . . .”).
49. New Hampshire, for example, only requires that the commission consider whether the rates are “unreasonable.” N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 378:7 (West 2017). Nevada comes the closest by requiring the commission to “[p]rovide for stability in rates and for the availability and reliability of electric service,” as one of five factors. Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 703.151 (2009);
51. Id. at *5.
Alliant Energy, responded to this call by proposing steep new fees for customers who participated in their pilot programs. These proposed fees drew the attention of solar advocates, who warned that the proposed fees would stifle the solar industry in Iowa. The utilities argued that solar customers do not pay a fair share for “grid-related services” and that this difference should be recovered through a demand charge. However, at the end of 2015, MidAmerican had less than 300 solar customers out of a total of 667,000 customer accounts, so any impact on other customers was extremely small. The utilities acknowledged that solar energy-using customers were a small percentage of the total customers, but nonetheless claimed that it was best to address these cost shift issues early before they became more significant.

The Iowa utilities’ proposed fees on solar energy users undesirably violated the principle of gradualism in at least two ways. First, it was apparent that the proposed solar fees were exorbitant in size and would undoubtedly induce a rate shock that would prevent more consumers from installing solar. Second, the utilities’ proposal came at a time when the solar industry in the State was still in its infancy. Rather than allowing solar to grow in a moderated, partially subsidized environment, the utilities proposed fees would eliminate any cost-saving incentives for homeowners to install solar, and effectively stop the installation of rooftop solar systems within the state. Ultimately, the Iowa Utilities Board elected to keep net metering, but modified the program to prevent solar customers from rolling over excess credits from year to year.

In contrast, New York’s response to the growth of distributed renewable energy is an example of effective adherence to gradualism. The regulatory scheme for utilities has changed very little over the last century, and some suggest that the scheme is ill-equipped to deal with a rapid increase in distributed generation systems like rooftop solar. In 2014, the Governor of New York asked the public state...
commission to begin fundamental shifts in utility regulation to prepare for more distributed generation sources. In July 2015, Staff for the New York Department of Public Service (“Staff”) published a white paper detailing its proposed new regulatory model. Without delving too deeply into the details of the new model, it is worth noting how the proposal expressly incorporated gradualism into its design.

Because Staff’s proposed regulatory changes were so fundamental, Staff wanted to ensure that they would not prevent the state from maintaining a “sound electric industry,” and secure grid. Staff discussed the need to protect consumers from rate shocks during the transition. Importantly, Staff acknowledged that the principle of gradualism should not just apply to rate design:

The principle of gradualism should apply not only for customers but also for whole industries, such as solar and energy efficiency providers, that have responded to state policies and developed businesses in the state. Any changes affecting these industries should provide ample time for businesses to adapt and plan for new forms of opportunity.

As Staff recognized, this broad perspective requiring special consideration of “any changes affecting [renewable energy] industries,” provides a valuable lens when reviewing proposed policy changes. This article argues that more policymakers should similarly consider such broader impacts when crafting incentive policies within the environmental sustainability realm.

iii. The Principle of Respecting Investment-Backed Expectations

Incentive policies are also more efficient, and equitable when changes to such policies respect citizens’ investment-backed expectations. Stemming from the Fifth Amendment, the principle of respecting investment-backed expectations first appeared in the United States Supreme Court takings analysis in Pennsylvania Central Transportation Co. v. New York City. When a governmental action compromises a

64. See generally N.Y. STAFF WHITE PAPER, supra note 33.
65. Id. at 89 (“Applying Gradualism on Multiple Dimensions”).
66. . Id. at 8.
67. Id. at 11 (“Rate design reform should be carefully phased, taking into account two types of timing concerns: the time needed to assess potential bill impacts and foster customer acceptance; and the time needed to develop information and infrastructure capabilities to implement an improved rate design.”).
68. Id. at 89.
69. . Id.
70. See generally N.Y. STAFF WHITE PAPER, supra note 33, at 4.
71. U.S. CONST. amend. V (“...nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.”).
72. Penn. Cent. Transp. Co. v. N.Y.C., 438 U.S. 104, 124 (1978). Justice Brennan’s majority opinion recognized that, among other factors, the extent to which a law interferes with reasonable investment-backed expectations is relevant in determining if a regulatory taking has occurred. Id. Although this phrase has no clear definition, Justice Brennan noted that investment-backed expectations are those expectations by an investor that are distinct and “involve[] a financial venture [in the investment] with a view toward a
citizen’s ability to earn a reasonable return on an investment made in reasonable reliance on an existing government policy, then a court is slightly more likely to find a compensable regulatory taking. For example, in Penn Central, the primary expectation was the continued use of the Grand Central Terminal as it had been for the sixty-five years prior to the case. Because the law being challenged in Penn Central did not materially disrupt that expectation, the Court ultimately found no regulatory taking.

The concept of protecting citizens’ and businesses’ investment-backed expectations also relates to what some academics call “deregulatory takings.” Deregulatory takings occur when there is a deregulation of previously regulated property that causes a taking. Professors J. Gregory and Daniel F. Spulber assert that these types of takings can arise in electricity rate cases, during the phasing-out of incentive programs, and should give rise to breach of contract or takings claims. They explain, “[a]s regulators dismantle entry barriers and other regulatory restrictions, they must honor their past commitments and avoid actions that threaten to confiscate or destroy the property of [] investors . . . .”

One example of a potential deregulatory taking is the recent attempts to eliminate net metering policies. Net metering is a billing and credit system that allows retail electricity customers with solar panels to sell any excess electricity that their panels generate to their utility at retail electricity prices. Net metering programs greatly enhance the financial appeal of purchasing or leasing a rooftop solar array. Major reductions to these programs diminishes the value of the solar systems, far below the customers’ investment-backed expectations. Customers reasonably assume the incentive programs and the primary benefits they provided would remain specific future use.” Robert M. Washburn, “Reasonable Investment-Backed Expectations” As a Factor in Determining Property Interests, 49 WASH. U. URB. & CONTEMP. L. 63, 67 (1996).

73. See id. at 121.
74. Id. at 115–16.
79. Sidak & Spulber, supra note 77.
81. Id.
available for the life of the system. Similar unjust impacts occur when a government abruptly discontinues a renewable energy-related tax credit after consumers have made major investments based on its continued availability.

Amortization periods are one potential means of better respecting investment-backed expectations in connection with policy changes. Historically, amortization periods were primarily tools to protect landowners’ investment-backed expectations in the context of rezoning and other major changes to land use ordinances. In those settings, amortization periods ensure that a property owner does not bear a greater cost under new governmental restrictions than others without the same property interest. Amortization periods are intended to allow a property owner to recoup real estate development investments made in reliance on land use laws applicable prior to a substantial change. To that end, amortization periods permit the property owner to continue to use the property in a manner that does not conform to the new government restrictions for a particular time period. The length of years that an amortization period’s non-conforming land use is permitted to continue is determined on the amount of the owner’s investment, the fair market value of the affected property, or potential replacement costs. Depending on the jurisdictions, amortization periods are either for a fixed duration, or are determined on a case-by-case basis.

Grandfathering provisions are an even simpler means of honoring investment-backed expectations in connection with a change in law. Like amortization periods, laws allowing for the grandfathering of certain policies are common in the context of land use law and rezoning. Grandfathering provisions also appear in contracts, in legislation such as the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, the Clean Air

83. See Pyper, supra note 82.
84. See Margaret Collins, Methods of Determining Amortization Periods for Non-Conforming Uses, 3 WASH. U. J.L. & POL’Y 215, 216 (2000) (“The beginnings of amortization can be traced from the birth of zoning ordinance in 1916, but it was not until the early 1950’s that amortization began to be more widely adopted.”).
86. Collins, supra note 84, at 217.
87. Id. at 218.
Stratifying better caps for sustainability incentive programs

...and in connection with various other changes in public programs. Grandfathering principles originate from the rule of first possession in property, and are optimal when applied only "to those who previously had access to the resource and substantially in proportion to the extent to, or rate at, which they previously enjoyed depleting it." Grandfathering provisions take the approach of exempting parties from legal and policy reforms, and thereby preserving their property’s value rather than compensating them for their losses.

Respecting investment-backed expectations is not only a consumer issue; it is of significant concern for utility companies. Utility rates are regulated by the government, and are traditionally justified by the concept that the generation and distribution of electricity is a natural monopoly. Consumers are better served by having only one utility servicing an area, and having governmental limitations on that utility to guard against monopolistic pricing. Thus, the government grants the utility a protected monopoly over a particular area, and in return the utility promises to supply energy to all persons in the area at a price that would cover all operating costs, plus a reasonable rate of return on the amount invested. This implicit agreement under state utility laws is often referred to as the utility [regulatory] compact. Thus, utilities also have an investment-backed expectation in the reasonable rate of return on investments made for infrastructure and operational costs. Stranded costs are a major concern for utilities. Stranded costs are seemingly prudent investments that become unsuccessful due to changes in technology, regulatory policy, or demand, and have been generally permitted to be recovered through the utility’s rates. Typically, PUCs that set the rates have judicial discretion to allow for full recovery of such investments.

Increases in the total generating capacity of renewable energy generating systems, such as rooftop solar, within a utility’s exclusive territory cut into the utility’s

---

94. Id. at 817.
97. Id.
100. Megan McLean, Throwing Shade: The Case Against Judicial Interference with Solar Net Metering Policies, 46 ENVTL. L. REP. 10,873, 10,874 (2016). A good example of a stranded cost would be a new coal-fired power plant built when coal was considered a cheap source of energy, but has now become costly under new emission regulations.
102. Megan McLean, supra note 100, at 10,876–77.
expected rate of return by reducing the aggregate quantity of grid-supplied power demanded.\textsuperscript{103} Electricity rate increases aimed at correcting such effects encourage even more of the utility’s customers to invest in distributed renewable energy facilities. This effect is known as the utility death spiral,\textsuperscript{104} and is a real, growing concern for utilities as they try to respond to the growth of distributed energy generation within their territories. Ironically, this death spiral argument persists only because of a presumption among utilities that they are entitled to rates and policies that honor their reasonable investment-backed expectations.

iv. The Principle of Providing Notice before Significantly Changing Incentive Policies

The final regulatory principle that this article addresses is that of providing adequate notice before materially changing the benefits available under sustainability incentive programs. A practice of providing adequate notice ensures greater equity and justice for those affected by policy changes because it gives consumers time to respond and avoid adverse financial consequences. Providing adequate notice also invites greater public participation in the policymaking process.

Adequate notice operates as a procedural safeguard against government action.\textsuperscript{105} The significance of notice is most prominent in the context of laws related to procedural and substantive due process. The Constitution specifically provides that “[n]o person shall . . . be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law,”\textsuperscript{106} and that no “State [shall] deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.”\textsuperscript{107} Procedural due process jurisprudence centers on the principle of fairness.\textsuperscript{108} Adequate notice operates as a procedural safeguard against government action.\textsuperscript{109} If a person’s rights will be affected in a substantial way, then that person is entitled to be heard regarding that right.\textsuperscript{110} However, a person can only be heard if they know they need to speak.\textsuperscript{111} Thus, notice is an essential component of due process, and ensures that a person’s opportunity to be heard regarding his or her right is meaningful.\textsuperscript{112}

Courts usually take a formulaic approach when determining whether due process has been violated.\textsuperscript{113} Courts ask whether the person suffered a deprivation of liberty or property without due process of law.\textsuperscript{114} There can be no violation of due process without a liberty or property interest being deprived.\textsuperscript{115}

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{103} Id. at 10,881–82.
\item \textsuperscript{105} Sara B. Tosdal, Note, Preserving Dignity in Due Process, 62 HASTINGS L.J. 1003, 1005 (2011).
\item \textsuperscript{106} U.S. CONST. amend. V.
\item \textsuperscript{107} U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1.
\item \textsuperscript{108} Tosdal, supra note 105.
\item \textsuperscript{109} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{110} 16B AM. JUR. 2D Constitutional Law § 983 (2009).
\item \textsuperscript{111} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{112} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{114} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{115} Id. at 191–92.
\end{enumerate}
of due process, a sufficient property interest that requires such protection must be a “legitimate claim of entitlement.” A liberty interest is broader and focuses on whether the individual is being constrained not only physically but also socially. The courts will then determine whether there was sufficient notice as procedural due process “grants a right to notice and a hearing whenever government action threatens a loss” to either of these interests.

Notice captures what people view as fair. When the government makes a sudden policy change without adequate notice, the public tends to react negatively. Individuals and the public respond in such a manner because there is a psychological significance to notice and information sharing. A deprivation of a property interest without notice will influence a person’s decision to engage in a particular market. That person will remember his or her experiences when evaluating the costs and benefits of engaging in a similar market.

In the energy law context, each state has statutes governing notice requirements within the PUC’s ratemaking process. Utility commissions must provide adequate notice so that consumers have time to respond to proposed changes. However, even with adequate notice from government officials, many consumers rely on third-party vendors for updates. For example, a person who purchases a rooftop solar system is unlikely to have a thorough or up-to-date understanding of...
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116. Id. at 192 (quoting Bd. of Regents of State Colleges v. Roth, 408 U.S. 564, 577 (1972)).
117. Id. (“Without doubt, [liberty] denotes not merely freedom from bodily restraint but also the right of the individual to contract, to engage in any of the common occupations of life, to acquire useful knowledge, to marry, establish a home and bring up children, to worship God according to the dictates of his own conscience, and generally to enjoy those privileges long recognized . . . as essential to the orderly pursuit of happiness by free men. In a Constitution for a free people, there can be no doubt that the meaning of ‘liberty’ must be broad indeed.”) (alteration in original) (quoting Bd. of Regents, 408 U.S. at 572).
119. For example, employees are encouraged to provide their employers two weeks’ notice before leaving their job so that the employer has some time to fill the vacancy. The law does not require notice before leaving a job, but society accepts it as standard practice.
122. For example, Colorado law requires thirty days’ notice to the public by keeping a proposed rate change available to the public at the commission, posting specifically sized advertisements in each newspaper in the utility’s jurisdiction, mailing letters to customers, and including a description of the proposed changes in the bill sent to customers. COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 40-3-104 (West 2016).
the incentive programs. Instead, the consumer relies on the company selling the solar panels to be knowledgeable about the current state of the subsidies. The danger in relying on a third-party vendor is that the vendor may oversell an incentive to induce a purchase. This was the case for the Afortish family in Louisiana. Fortunately, there are remedies in contract case law, like the lawsuit the Afortish family filed against the third-party vendor. In drafting or revising notice provisions for these incentives, state legislatures will not only need to establish guidelines on providing consumers adequate notice, but will also need to consider how to limit the incentives third parties may have for abusing the notice system.

II. ANALYSIS

The remaining sections of this Article examine some specific, well-intentioned incentive programs that ultimately encountered difficulties or controversy when lawmakers overlooked them. The following section discusses the recent Nevada net metering debate in which Nevada’s PUC made drastic cuts to incentives for solar customers but was later compelled to reverse that decision. Section B discusses overly generous tax credits in Oklahoma and Louisiana that wreaked havoc on the states’ respective budgets. Section C discusses three other sustainable energy-related incentive programs suffering from similar problems.

A. Net Metering in Nevada

Nevada’s 2015 net metering dispute is one of the most widely publicized controversies in the solar energy policy arena. The dispute highlights failures to adhere to each of the principles outlined in Part I above. Nevada, like many states, had a net metering incentive program for rooftop solar. In 2015, as rooftop solar installations started booming in Nevada, the state’s PUC made national headlines by swiftly eliminating the net metering program and applying the changes retroactively to roughly 32,000 existing owners of rooftop solar. Overnight, solar installation companies shut down and moved out of Nevada and the state’s rooftop solar...
industry came crashing down. Months later, the commission reconsidered its decision and upheld most of its earlier decision, but amended its new fee structure so that it was implemented more gradually. Nevada’s initial decision is now the go-to example of “what not to do” when state utility commissions hear proposals to modify net metering policies. The following materials explain where the commission went wrong and what other states can do to avoid similar pitfalls.

i. The Basics of Net Metering Programs

At the end of 2016, forty-one states had net metering programs of some kind. Recently, a few states eliminated net metering policies, and more than twenty states are considering eliminating or modifying their current net metering policies. Net metering programs allow rooftop solar owners to sell their excess electricity to their utility. If a retail customer with rooftop solar panels uses less power than what the solar panels produce, then the excess electricity is transferred onto the grid and the owner is paid in the form of a credit, most commonly at the customer’s retail electricity rate. When the customer is using more power than the panels are producing, these credits offset the final electric bill.
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In Nevada’s case, the legislature enacted its first net metering program in 1997.\textsuperscript{138} The legislature placed a cap on the program, making the incentive available to only one hundred solar customers.\textsuperscript{139} However, over the years that followed, the legislature made five changes to the statute and implemented various caps on its net metering program.\textsuperscript{140} The final change to the net metering statute occurred in 2015, when the legislature moved from a percentage-based metric to a megawatt (MW) metric.\textsuperscript{141} Once distributed, renewable energy systems within the state produced 235 MW of electricity in aggregate, utilities were no longer required to continue purchasing electricity at retail rates from new rooftop solar owners.\textsuperscript{142} The legislature based the cap on projections that suggested the cap would be met sometime in 2016, long enough for the public utilities commission to resolve any disputes over the net metering program.\textsuperscript{143}

Nevada’s 2015 cap change was short-lived. The solar market in Nevada started booming in 2014, and by August of 2015, rooftop solar systems produced more than the 235 MW cap.\textsuperscript{144} Initially, the PUC refused to increase the cap through the end of the year to cover those customers who purchased solar panels within that time.\textsuperscript{145} However, the commission later reversed its decision and allowed net metering for any systems sold for the remainder of the year.\textsuperscript{146} Once the cap was reached, the utility NV Energy filed with the PUC to modify the current regime.\textsuperscript{147} Solar advocates and utilities argued vigorously over the rate at which utilities should pay for excess distributed generation power.\textsuperscript{148} On December 23, 2015, the PUC significantly reduced the net metering credit from the retail rate of $0.11 per kWh to the wholesale rate of about $0.026 per kWh, roughly a quarter of the retail rate.\textsuperscript{149} The PUC also approved a roughly $40 fixed fee for solar customers.\textsuperscript{150} These

\begin{itemize}
  \item[139.] NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 704.773 (West 1997).
  \item[140.] In 2001, the legislature removed the cap, but reintroduced a percentage based cap in 2005. See 2001 Nev. Stat. 604 (removing the 1997 cap); 2005 Nev. Stat. 1816 (adding a cap measured as 1% of a utility’s peak generating capacity). In 2011, the legislature increased the cap to 2% for all utilities’ peak generating capacity statewide. See 2011 Nev. Stat. 986. In 2013, the legislature raised the cap to 3%. See 2013 Nev. Stat. Ch. 3341.
  \item[142.] Savenije, supra note 141.
  \item[143.] Id.
  \item[145.] Id.
  \item[146.] Id.
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\end{itemize}
changes wiped out any cost-savings benefit for owning a solar system, and new applications for rooftop solar installations in Nevada evaporated overnight.\footnote{151}

ii. Absence of Gradualism in the PUC Process

Nevada’s PUC arguably violated the principle of gradualism in at least two ways with its 2015 changes to net metering in Nevada. First, the PUC drastically reduced the compensation rate for net metering, and secondly, it raised the fixed fee for solar customers four-fold over the span of only four years.\footnote{152} Before the PUC decision, net metering customers received a credit at the retail rate of $.11 per kWh.\footnote{153} After the PUC decision, the net metering compensation rate immediately fell to $.09 per kWh, and within four years it was scheduled to be at only $.026 per kWh.\footnote{154} The final price was roughly a quarter of the original rate. Not only would net metering customers see major declines in the cost-savings of their systems; the decrease would occur over a relatively short period of four years. The average life span of a solar system is anywhere between twenty to thirty years, and most of the net metering customers affected were still in the first few years of ownership or leases.\footnote{155}

The Nevada PUC added to its drastic cuts to net metering by simultaneously increasing a fixed monthly fee for solar customers from $12.75 to $38.51 within five years.\footnote{156} Not only would customers see less cost-savings from net metering, but now they would be penalized for owning the systems by an exorbitant monthly fee. To be sure, the PUC purported to follow the principle of gradualism in its final order. The PUC stated that it was “in the public interest . . . to gradually move the revised rate structure in order to prevent rate shock and allow current and future NEM ratepayers ample time and opportunity to adjust their current usage patterns.”\footnote{157} Further, the PUC cited other gradually declining subsidies and suggested that the rate revisions provided a similar glide path to self-sustainability.\footnote{158}

Despite the PUC’s flirtation with gradualism in its final order, the resulting policy can only be viewed as a radical change over a short period of time. In addition to the terms of the policy, the aftermath of the decision confirms that the policy did not adhere to the principle of gradualism. In the month before the PUC’s order, 1,311 applications were filed to install rooftop solar systems.\footnote{159} In the month after the order, SolarCity, SunRun, and Vivint pulled operations out of Nevada, and the
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\item[151.] Davies & Carley, supra note 133, at 2.
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\item[156.] Shallenberger, supra note 153.
\item[158.] Id. at ¶¶ 54–55.
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number of applications dropped to ninety. This represented a 93% reduction in a single month.

iii. The PUC’s Order Did Not Respect Investment-Backed Expectations

The Nevada PUC’s decision to not grandfather existing solar owners into the state’s existing net metering program is arguably the most controversial aspect of the order. Under that initial version of the PUC’s order, existing customers were to be paid at the wholesale rate and charged the fixed fee, just like any new solar owner. The PUC’s decision not to grandfather existing customers took many stakeholders in Nevada off-guard because not even the utility requested this measure, and the topic was not discussed during the notice-and-comment period.

The PUC’s arguments for not grandfathering existing solar owners centered on the difficulties of tracking different generations of solar owners. The PUC Staff argued that it was impractical to track different generations of ratepayers, especially if the account holder moved, added more solar panels, or the solar system failed early. The PUC also noted that antitrust lawsuits had been filed in other jurisdictions for differential treatment of net metering ratepayers. Finally, the PUC suggested that “most ratepayers understand the fundamental principle that utility rates are all subject to change over time,” and therefore should have anticipated that the net metering rates were subject to cancellation.
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165. Id. at ¶¶ 97–99.
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167. Id. at ¶¶ 99–101. This logic flies in the face of the original purpose of net metering. Net metering was established to help defray the costs of installing solar panels over the lifespan of the system. Owners paid the upfront costs to install the panels with the expectation that they could sell their power on the grid and recuperate the expenses over time. PUC Staff’s characterization of these customers ignored the unique investment considerations for purchasing rooftop solar, and instead compared the net metering customers to traditional ratepayers.
Fortunately, when NV Energy filed with the PUC and sought to modify the net metering program in 2015, all parties, including the utility, agreed that existing customers should be grandfathered.\textsuperscript{168} However, it took almost a year of intense political pressure,\textsuperscript{169} a lawsuit,\textsuperscript{170} a failed ballot measure,\textsuperscript{171} and a special task force,\textsuperscript{172} all together, before the PUC ultimately reversed its decision and agreed to grandfather existing customers into the old net metering program.\textsuperscript{173}

iv. The PUC’s Failure to Provide Adequate Notice

When solar advocates sued the PUC, one of the strongest arguments against the order was the PUC’s failure to provide adequate notice to existing customers that their rates might be affected by the order. The court agreed, and in Vote Solar v. Public Utilities Commission of Nevada, the court noted that neither the utility filings, nor the notices published by the PUC, contained sufficient notice that existing net metering customers would be subject to changes by the PUC.\textsuperscript{174} Accordingly, the court held that the notices “[did not] accurately reflect [the] subject matter” that would be addressed, and the notices were “not specific enough to alert all interested persons.”\textsuperscript{175} Thus, the rate design changes that affected existing net metering customers violated the consumers’ rights to due process, and the court set aside the PUC order for existing net metering customers.\textsuperscript{176}

v. How Can Other Commissions Prevent Similar Situations?

Failures to fully follow the three regulatory principles highlighted above—gradualism, respecting investment-backed expectations, and notice—are readily visible in the Nevada PUC’s initial 2015 decision. Many of the state’s woes could have been avoided with more thoughtfully-crafted enabling statutes. In 2015,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{168} Davies & Carley, supra note 133, at 11–12.
  \item \textsuperscript{169} The political pressure was so intense that the governor decided not to reappoint one PUC commissioner. See Gavin Bade, Nevada PUC Commissioner David Noble Lifts Lid on Net Metering Fight, UTIL. DIVE (July 27, 2016), http://www.utilitydive.com/news/updated-headed-for-the-exits-nevada-puc-commissioner-david-noble-lifts-lid/423366/.
  \item \textsuperscript{172} Maloney & Bade, supra note 129.
  \item \textsuperscript{175} Id. at 8 (citing Pub. Serv. Comm’n v. Sw. Gas Corp., 662 P.2d 624, 626 (1983)).
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shortly before Nevada exceeded its net metering cap, the legislature gave the PUC broad discretion to change the net metering program, including authority to apply any new net metering policies to existing customers.\(^{177}\) The legislature also failed to provide sufficient guidance on what factors the PUC should consider when modifying the net metering policy.\(^{178}\)

The legislature should have included a provision requiring the PUC to consider the effects of any policy change for all interested parties and to avoid major changes in rates. Additionally, the legislature should have included language prohibiting the PUC from changing net metering compensation rates for existing customers.

The statutes governing the notice requirement were sufficient. The problem was not ambiguity in the notice provisions, but rather a failure to adhere to the provisions. One lesson learned from Nevada’s net metering dispute is that ideally the enabling statutes for renewable energy incentives would emphasize these principles and better ensure that PUC’s follow them.\(^{179}\)

### B. Runaway Tax Credits

Renewable energy tax credits, if not designed around the principles discussed above, can wreak havoc on a state’s budget. Renewable energy tax credits help sustainable energy investors reduce their tax liability as a reward for investing in specific types of renewable energy technologies.\(^{180}\) The purpose of the tax credits is to reward investment in expensive sustainable energy generation.\(^{181}\) Renewable energy tax credits ultimately seek to influence consumer behavior towards investing in wind, solar, and other renewable energy strategies.\(^{182}\) Tax credits can be an effective tool for this purpose. However, these tax credits must be designed to limit the impact on governmental budgets and must have a carefully-crafted cap in place prior to its implementation. As noted below, two renewable energy tax credits in Louisiana and Oklahoma are prime examples of a runaway tax credit.

\(^{177}\) NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 704.7735 (Supp. 2017) (repealed 2017); see also No Solar Tax Pac v. Citizens For Solar & Energy Fairness, No. 70146, 2016 WL 4182739, at *1 n.1 (Nev. Aug. 4, 2016) ("[T]he new law gives discretion to the PUC to act in the public interest, authorizing it to establish different rate classes for net metering customers . . . and to determine whether the tariff should be applied to existing net metering customers.").

\(^{178}\) The statute merely states that the PUC should “further the public interest.” NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 704.7735 (Supp. 2017) (repealed 2017) (replaced by 2017 Nevada Laws Ch. 589 (A.B. 405)).

\(^{179}\) Rather than wait for the PUC to adhere to the statutes, the Nevada legislature simply took the decision out of the hands of the PUC and amended the net metering statute to restore much of the net metering program. See Julia Pyper, Nevada’s New Solar Law Is About Much More Than Net Metering, GRENTECH MEDIA (June 16, 2017), https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/nevadas-new-solar-law-is-about-much-more-than-net-metering. Fortunately, the legislature drafted a bill that slowly decreases the value of the incentive as the rooftop solar market expands. \(^{177}\)


\(^{181}\) Id. at 313 (These tax credits “seek to promote the deployment of renewable energy technologies by rewarding either the generation of electricity from renewables or the investment in equipment for renewable power generation.").

\(^{182}\) See Ryan Leagre, Community-Based Tax Credits: Tax Credits That Reduce Consumer-Driven Pollution by Encouraging Collective Action, 47 IND. L. REV. 791, 805 (2014).
Just a few years ago, Louisiana offered some of the most competitive and generous tax credits for rooftop solar systems.\textsuperscript{183} Implemented in 2008, Louisiana’s solar tax credit program covered up to $12,500 for new solar energy installations, which can be as much as half the cost of these systems.\textsuperscript{184} In 2009, state lawmakers wanted to make solar more affordable for the poor,\textsuperscript{185} so they expanded the tax credit to also cover leased solar panel systems.\textsuperscript{186} The lawmakers believed that leased systems were one way for the less affluent to access solar energy.\textsuperscript{187} To encourage solar leasing companies to develop business in the state, the legislature expanded the cap so that the leasing companies could also access the same tax credit.\textsuperscript{188}

The Louisiana legislature admirably sought to generate investment in the solar industry, but severely underestimated demand for its tax credits and failed to impose a cap on the benefit until it was too late. Originally, Louisiana state analysts estimated that the state would need to fund approximately $500,000 per year worth of tax credits.\textsuperscript{189} However, like a runaway train, the legislature soon lost control of the incentive program as the number of claims grew with each passing year. In 2008, Louisiana residents claimed almost $1.5 million in credits.\textsuperscript{190} The next year, residents claimed $8.3 million.\textsuperscript{191} Each year the claims climbed higher. In 2014, residents and businesses claimed $61.1 million in tax credits.\textsuperscript{192} In the first five years of the program, Louisiana spent approximately $147–151 million in tax credits, instead of the estimated $2.5 million.\textsuperscript{193}

Budget constraints ultimately pressured the legislature to reign in the program far before its scheduled expiration date.\textsuperscript{194} In 2015, facing a $1.6 billion budget deficit, the Louisiana legislature reduced the maximum available credit by approximately 20% and capped future solar tax credits at $25 million.\textsuperscript{195} The legislature implemented a phase-out program in which $10 million would be distributed...
in 2015 and 2016, and another $5 million would be distributed in 2017.\footnote{Jennifer Larino, ‘It’s Just Wrong’: Thousands in Limbo as Louisiana’s Solar Tax Credits Dwindle, \textit{Times-Picayune} (Aug. 3, 2016), http://www.nola.com/business/index.ssf/2016/08/louisiana_solar_credit_cap_met.html.} Normally, a phase-out program is a good solution to avoid harming investors.\footnote{As discussed later, a phase-out program is the ideal solution for Oklahoma’s pending budget crisis for wind tax credits. \textit{See infra} Part II.B.ii.} However, Louisiana’s attempted phaseout program did more harm than good because the caps were set below already-existing claims for the tax credits. In the end, many investors did not receive the tax credit they were promised.\footnote{Larino, supra note 196.}

\begin{enumerate}
\item a. Failure to End the Incentive Program Gradually
\end{enumerate}

When faced with a budget crisis, lawmakers tend to treat the principle of gradualism as a low priority. So, when Louisiana faced a $1.6 billion budget shortfall, many of the state’s subsidy programs faced the chopping block.\footnote{Press Release, Office of Governor of La., Gov. Edwards Details Government Spending Cuts to Fill Budget Shortfall (Feb. 18, 2016), http://gov.louisiana.gov/news/gov-edwards-details-government-spending-cuts-to-fill-budget-shortfall.} Louisiana’s tax incentives led to a much larger state payout than originally expected,\footnote{PACE, supra note 183.} and the program certainly needed to be reined in. However, after receiving applications for over $60 million in 2014, the legislature set the next year’s cap at only $10 million, far below the value of systems already purchased by the time the cap was implemented.\footnote{Larino, supra note 196.}

The cap forced many Louisiana families into financial crisis because they had relied upon receiving the tax incentives in order to help fund the solar panels but ultimately did not receive them.\footnote{Id.} Without question, some families had so depended upon these tax credits that they would not have bought solar panels had they known lawmakers would change the rules midstream.\footnote{Id.} Louisiana lawmakers had the right idea with the phase-out program, but it should have been implemented when the tax credit was first created.

\begin{enumerate}
\item b. Failure to Respect Investment-Backed Expectations
\end{enumerate}

Louisiana’s solar tax credit cap also highlights how abruptly imposing more stringent caps on tax credits can violate the principle of respecting investment-backed expectations. Prior to the caps, many Louisiana consumers took out a short 18-month bridge loan to cover the costs of installation until they could get the solar tax credit.\footnote{David Hammer, \textit{Bill Sponsor Defends Solar Credit Cap that Has Upset Homeowners}, \textit{WWLTV} (July 28, 2016), http://www.wwltv.com/news/local/investigations/david-hammer/bill-sponsor-defends-solar-credit-cap-that-has-upset-homeowners/283592577.} Because the legislature failed to place a cap on the program until 2015,
both the consumers and third-party leasing companies reasonably relied on receiving the tax credits. When the legislature placed the cap below the level of purchases, it knowingly allocated less money than what would certainly be requested from consumers. Consumers operated under an existing subsidy regime at the time of their purchase, but were not grandfathered in when the legislature implemented the cap.

c. Failure to Providing Adequate Notice

Not only were the caps on the tax credit imposed with little to no adequate notice to Louisiana solar owners, but the “first-come, first-serve[]” system removed any predictability for consumers. Because the credits were distributed based on the application date, and not the date of purchase, the credits turned into a race to file tax returns. Thus, a person who purchased a system in January, when funds were still available, might lose their tax credit to someone who purchased a system in November—long after available funding had run out. This is hardly an equitable way to distribute the credits.

Perhaps the most egregious consequence of this system was the way third-party vendors took advantage of the situation. Because a person purchasing a system late in the year had an equal chance of receiving a tax credit, leasing companies did not stop selling systems once the cap was reached in estimated sales. Nor did the companies stop suggesting that customers could receive the tax credit. The first-come, first-serve system created a perverse incentive for leasing companies to sell as many systems as possible, knowing they risked nothing by selling systems late in the year. Thus, many Louisiana residents who purchased solar systems did not get the tax credit that they were promised.

d. Retrospective Solutions to Louisiana’s Woes

States must understand the importance of placing a carefully-crafted cap on incentive programs before implementing the program. A proper cap acts as a gentle restraint and prevents the incentive from growing disproportionate to the allocated budget. In Louisiana’s case, the cap should have been around $500,000 for 2008.
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Then, when the legislature received applications for $1.5 million in credits,\textsuperscript{214} lawmakers would have realized they underestimated demand. At that point, the legislature could have either increased the cap for following years, or reduced the generosity of the credits to lower demand.

In conjunction with a specific cap, the tax credits should have been distributed based on the date purchased rather than the tax credit application date. As part of the purchase and installation process, owners should have been required to report the cost and purchase date of the system to the Louisiana Department of Revenue. The Department of Revenue could then keep a running total online to notify potential purchasers and vendors how many tax credits remained for the year. Thus, if the cap was reached in July, anyone purchasing a system in August would know that the tax credit was unavailable. Any customer purchasing a system after the cap was met would be on notice that the funds were unavailable and could wait until the new year to purchase a system.

Unfortunately, this system was not envisioned or implemented when the legislature launched the program. However, the legislature’s worst mistake came when it failed to grandfather all 2015 customers who had purchased systems before the cap was implemented. Data suggests that at the time the ten-million-dollar cap was created in July 2015, twenty-three million dollars’ worth of tax credits had already been invested in solar systems.\textsuperscript{215} The legislature should have placed the 2015 cap at least at $23 million to cover every consumer who had relied on the availability of the tax credits at the time they purchased the system. Even better than a fixed dollar amount, the language for the cap could have read: the cap for tax credits in 2015 shall be all funds necessary to cover purchases of distributed generation systems up until the effective date of September 1, 2015. The delayed date of implementation would have helped the state avoid notice complaints by providing consumers a months’ notice to adjust accordingly.

However, this alternative approach is not without its own problems. A fixed end date would likely create a rush to sell solar systems by the specified date. Third party vendors would likely engage in high-pressured sales pitches to capitalize on the deadline. A fixed deadline might also exacerbate budgetary pressures because the amount of purchased solar panels might be more than what the legislature anticipated. However, these concerns would only apply to the 2015 year. Caps for the 2016 and 2017 year could be set at a fixed dollar amount without violating notice or investment-backed expectations, so long as the credits were distributed by date of purchase.

Despite the poor response to the budget crisis, it appears the Louisiana Legislature recognized its mistakes. The legislature recently agreed to pay upwards of $15 million in tax credits to consumers who can verify they purchased solar systems before the end of 2015.\textsuperscript{216}

\textsuperscript{214} Adelson, supra note 190.
\textsuperscript{215} Hammer, supra note 204.
\textsuperscript{216} Louisiana, supra note 211.
ii. Oklahoma and Wind Energy

Oklahoma’s recent experience with renewable energy tax credits provides yet another example of the importance of gradualism, respecting investment-backed expectations, and adequate notice in adjusting renewable energy incentive programs. Wind power provides more electricity to the United States than any other renewable energy source except hydropower.\(^{217}\) In 2014, wind power produced almost 182,000 gigawatt hours of electricity totaling to 4.4% of the United States’ total electricity generation.\(^{218}\)

Oklahoma is no stranger to wind. Oklahoma has the eighth-best wind resources in the country, and the potential of generating nearly 10% of the United States’ electricity needs.\(^{219}\) Additionally, as of 2012, Oklahoma ranked eighth in the United States with installed wind energy capacity.\(^{220}\)

Oklahoma encouraged wind energy development within its borders by implementing three wind tax credits and a sales tax exemption.\(^{221}\) The three tax credits include: a ten-year zero emission tax credit of 0.50 cents per kilowatt hour generated, which can be refunded in cash for 85% of its value and ends in 2020; a five-year ad valorem tax exemption for wind energy infrastructure that ends in 2017; and a fifteen-year investment tax credit of up to 2% of the cost of qualified property that ends in 2017.\(^{222}\) Additionally, Oklahoma wind facilities qualify for a manufacturer’s sales tax exemption.\(^{223}\)

The wind energy tax credits create a significant problem for the Oklahoma state government for the same reasons that plagued Louisiana. The legislature failed to place a cap on the credits.\(^{224}\) From 2008–2011, applications for the zero emissions tax credit averaged $2.5 million per year.\(^{225}\) In 2012, Oklahoma gave out $18.1 million in the zero emissions tax credit; in 2013, it gave out $27.2 million in the tax credit; and in 2014, it gave out $58.7 million in the tax credit.\(^{226}\) Much like Louisiana, Oklahoma lawmakers severely underestimated the demand for these
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credits.\textsuperscript{227} Originally, Oklahoma projected the cost to be less than $2 million.\textsuperscript{228} Thus, the zero emissions tax credit’s costs continued to increase and impact Oklahoma’s budget with no end in sight.

By 2015, Oklahoma faced a budget gap of $1.3 billion,\textsuperscript{229} and the cost of Oklahoma’s wind incentives and tax credits were estimated to increase to $700 million over a ten-year period.\textsuperscript{230} Faced with these projections, lobbyists called for reduced wind tax credits in an effort to allocate more money in the school budget.\textsuperscript{231} However, others argue that a sudden, dramatic decrease in the tax credits will significantly affect Oklahoma’s domestic investments.\textsuperscript{232} Regardless, it is evident that Oklahoma’s wind energy tax credits need to have a cap that balances the budget while also respecting the three regulatory principles identified above. In April of 2017, Oklahoma ended its zero-emissions tax credit more than three years before its sunset date.\textsuperscript{233} Although Oklahoma will allow previously qualified wind projects to continue to enjoy the incentive for up to ten years,\textsuperscript{234} this bill ignores or minimizes the principles of gradualism and respecting investment-backed expectations.\textsuperscript{235}

\textbf{a. Oklahoma Should Have Implemented a Phase-Out Program Rather than Move Up Its Sunset}

Oklahoma faced a quandary: its budget suffered from a runaway wind tax credit; however, if it capped the wind tax credits too severely, or altogether as it had done, then it would violate gradualism, respecting investment-backed expectations, and sufficient notice. A more gradual phase out was likely the best solution to Oklahoma’s budgetary crisis. Whenever possible, a subsidy should be phased out with a sunset provision.\textsuperscript{236} Recent changes to the federal renewable electricity production tax credit (PTC) provide a good example of how a subsidy winds down.

The Federal PTC was first created in 1992, with a sunset provision that ended the subsidy at the end of 1999.\textsuperscript{237} Congress let the credits expire, but renewed them a few months later.\textsuperscript{238} The subsidy expired twice more between 1999 and 2004, and both times congress renewed the subsidy a short time later.\textsuperscript{239} Sunset provisions
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have a hard cutoff date, which can promote rapid development right before the credit is set to expire.\textsuperscript{240} This leads to the boom and bust cycles that plague the renewable energy industry.\textsuperscript{241} So, when Congress extended the PTC at the end of 2015, it introduced a phase-out program to avoid the boom and bust cycle.\textsuperscript{242}

The Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2016 extends the wind PTC another three years and gradually reduces the wind tax credits available.\textsuperscript{243} For projects built after January 1, 2017, the tax credit is reduced by 20%; for projects that begin construction in 2018, the tax credit amount is reduced by 40%; and for those that begin construction in 2019, the tax credit amount is reduced by 60%.\textsuperscript{244} Any projects starting in 2020 receive no tax credit.\textsuperscript{245} This federal phase-out provision provides an excellent example for states to follow and avoids the boom and bust cycles created by standard sunset provisions.

Phase-out programs implement incremental thresholds, which slowly wean renewable technologies off the subsidies. Thus, phase-out programs permit a slower change in a short-term period as opposed to a quick change that will impose an immediate panic and rush to the tax credits. Additionally, phase-out programs provide adequate notice to sustainable energy purchasers. Investors can expect that delays in starting a wind project will result in a predictable loss of tax credits. Coupled with the adequate notice provisions, sustainable energy purchasers will be able to know where they stand, given the tax credit. Phase-out programs can also respect investment-backed expectations by awarding the tax credits by the date of purchase and not on a first-come, first-served basis as previously discussed.

Admittedly, in Oklahoma’s case, phase-out programs may not have been enough. This is because Oklahoma had already offered the wind tax credits without providing a glide path to the sunset date.\textsuperscript{246} Wind energy purchasers had already relied on the availability of these credits.\textsuperscript{247} Because these wind energy purchasers have not received the benefits owed to them, Oklahoma arguably needed to find a way to honor its commitments and give these purchasers the tax credits. For those
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who had not yet made investments, Oklahoma could have provided adequate notice to third party vendors and future wind energy buyers of a gradual and reasonable phase out of the program. Such an approach would have enabled Oklahoma to comply with regulatory principles and preserve equity and efficiency in its program.

C. Other Examples of Incentive Programs

The three examples of renewable energy policies highlighted above all involved large incentive programs with deficiencies that affected thousands of consumers and impacted state budgets on the scale of hundreds of millions of dollars. However, there are many smaller subsidies and incentive programs that also suffer a failure to fully adhere to the regulatory principles highlighted in this article. This section provides a brief overview of some of these programs to highlight some additional ways that ignorance of these principles adversely impacts sustainability policy.

i. Arizona HOV Lanes

Although not a large program, Arizona’s “Energy Efficient Plate Program” provides another clear example of the importance of providing adequate prior notice before substantially changing a sustainability incentive policy. State-level policies have the potential to greatly impact the volume of hybrid and electric vehicle purchases.248 Many states promote the sale of hybrid and electric vehicles through traditional tax credits.249 Some states offer other creative incentives, such as access to high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes.250 In theory, HOV lanes are meant to be a “dedicated lane for carpoolers to bypass commuting congestion.”251 HOV lanes were developed to reduce pollution, so it made sense to allow low-emission vehicles to join the HOV lane, even if they only carried one occupant.252 Under current federal law, states may choose to give any low emission vehicle free or discounted access to HOV lanes through 2025.253 Each state approaches these programs differently. Some states issue decals and license plates, while others require no form of identification.254
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Arizona’s program issues participants who own a qualifying vehicle a special “Clean Air Blue Skies” license plate.255 The state’s program launched in 2007 as a pilot initiative and was only available for three vehicle models.256 Arizona only issued 10,000 license plates, which ran out by 2008.257 The program then closed for three years until 2011, when approximately 2,500 license plates became available.258 The state issued those plates in less than fifteen days.259 In 2014, the Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) announced that another 1,800 plates had become available, and within a year those plates were claimed.260 When the allocated number of plates is gone, the program almost instantly ceases with very little prior notice to potential car buyers.

It is unclear why the demand slowed for HOV plates in Arizona in 2014. By all accounts, demand should have increased. Many more vehicle models were eligible by 2014, and ADOT had a tracking system in place to notify consumers exactly how many plates were left.261 ADOT continues to update the list of eligible vehicles, but no more plates have become available since 2014.262 ADOT also removed some models, like the original Prius, from the list as more efficient vehicles emerged.263 However, all existing cars with HOV plates were grandfathered into the program.264 Arizona’s license plate program is a well-intended attempt to encourage the purchase of low-emissions vehicles, but unfortunately the program has some drawbacks. Among other problems, opportunities to access the program are unpredictable. The sporadic nature of the plates’ availability dilutes the incentive mechanism. A car buyer in 2017 would not have access to the plates, nor would they know when a plate might become available. Even worse, at least some potential buyers who thought they would qualify for the state’s special license surely discovered at the last minute, or perhaps too late, that there were no more available. The program could have better served its purpose if it had simply set a date several months into the future at which the plates would no longer be available and made a significant
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effort to inform citizens of this deadline. Instead, the program has arguably been hindered with an unnecessary amount of uncertainty and citizen frustration.

**ii. Renewable Energy Portfolio Standards**

Some states’ abrupt modifications of renewable portfolio standards (RPSs) have also potentially created inefficiency and violated citizens’ investment-backed expectations. An RPS requires utilities to produce a certain percentage of electricity from renewable energy sources, and the structure is inherently gradual. The state sets a percentage requirement for a future date, such as 30% by 2030, and then sets incremental requirements leading to the final percentage. Twenty-nine states and the District of Columbia have an RPS. Several studies show that an RPS can successfully promote renewable technology adoption without imposing significant costs on utilities and consumers. However, several states have recently attempted to cut or eliminate their RPSs in non-gradual ways.

In 2008, the Ohio legislature enacted an RPS that required utilities to generate or purchase at least 12.5% of their electricity from renewable sources such as wind, solar, and hydroelectric power. However, in 2014, Ohio abruptly froze its RPS mandate, becoming the first state to do so. Soon thereafter, West Virginia repealed its RPS and Kansas converted its mandatory RPS into a voluntary structure that diminished incentives to purchase energy from renewables.

These swift and sudden revisions to RPSs are another example of how a sustainability-related policy can unjustifiably ignore investment-backed expectations, creating controversy and inefficiency. Not all utilities upgrade their infrastructure at an equal pace to meet RPS. Instead, one utility might already be ahead of schedule toward meeting the RPS or have the capability to increase renewable generating capacity at a lower cost than other utilities. Most states allow utilities to trade Renewable Energy Credits which allows the proactive utility to sell its extra
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capacity to another utility that falls short of the RPS.274 This system is relatively effective so long as the RPS requirement remains in place. However, if a utility senses that the RPS will likely be repealed, it might delay upgrading its infrastructure and rely on another utility’s extra credits to comply. In addition, when an RPS is abruptly repealed, utilities that have delayed investments in renewable are essentially rewarded for doing so.

Fortunately, most states are strengthening their RPSs,275 and in that environment, early utility investments in renewables may actually pay off. However, legislatures should carefully consider the utilities’ investment-backed expectations when considering loosening or repealing an RPS.

iii. Wyoming’s Wind Tax and “Reverse RPS”

Wyoming’s wind tax and reverse RPS program may also violate the principle of respecting investment-backed expectations. Wyoming has long relied primarily on coal-fired power plants and locally-mined coal to produce its electricity.276 In 2016, an interim joint revenue committee that surely recognized wind energy’s adverse impact on the state’s declining coal industry made a proposal that almost certainly would have violated the principle of gradualism.277 The committee proposed tripling the state’s tax on wind energy production, increasing it from $1 per kWh to $3 per kWh.278 Faced with a budget deficit of $200 million, the committee reasoned that the new tax could produce as much as $40 million in revenue.279 Wind energy advocates naturally expressed concern that such a drastic increase risked “taxing . . . project[s] out of existence.”280 Fortunately, after five hours of testimony from wind companies, and no testimony from supporters of the bill, the revenue committee rejected the plan by a wide margin.281
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Undeterred, however, the state legislature proposed a new bill in 2017 that would require all utilities serving Wyoming customers to obtain 100% of their electricity from a list of “eligible sources” by 2019. 281 “Eligible sources” were defined as coal, hydroelectric, natural gas, nuclear, net-metered projects, and oil. 282 Solar and wind sources were conspicuously absent from the list. Under the proposed rule, a utility could be fined $10 for every MW of electricity it purchased from renewables. 283 The structure of the bill is the exact opposite of an RPS and has been called a “reverse RPS.” 284 The bill failed to gain sufficient support to move out of committee, but it is worth considering how the bill fails to respect investment-backed expectations because other coal-dependent states may attempt a similar measure.

Wyoming’s reverse RPS would have significantly affected existing utility-scale renewable projects because it contained no grandfathering clause. 285 Wyoming has abundant wind resources, and will soon be home to the largest onshore wind project in the United States. 286 The project will be able to produce enough electricity to power almost a million homes, nearly double the population of the state. 287 Admittedly, most of the electricity from this project will flow to California. 288 However, that does not justify the swift implementation of policies that would severely undermine initial investments in this and other Wyoming wind farm projects. Such legislative action would chill future investment, breed inefficiency, and would be very difficult to justify as a matter of public policy. Fortunately, recent attempts to prematurely eliminate incentives for wind energy have failed to garner enough support. Both lawmakers and investors still have adequate time to design a responsible phase-out for wind energy incentives that enables the industry to continue a healthy pace of growth for years to come.

III. CONCLUSION

Lawmakers must achieve a difficult balance when structuring sustainability-related incentive programs. These programs must advance the policy goals that drive them and yet ensure that proper caps and sunset provisions are in place to prevent them from exceeding budgets or disregarding the reasonable expectations of individuals and businesses. Several recent examples of troubled incentive programs serve as a stark reminder that the wind-down strategies for these programs
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can be just as important as the programs themselves. Stricter adherence to the principles of gradualism, respecting investment-backed expectations, and providing adequate notice can help lawmakers to better keep this important balance.

Although some sustainability-related industries are already beginning to mature, more incentive programs will surely be needed to help unleash the next generation of sustainability technologies. Promising new sustainability innovations frequently appear on the horizon. By adhering to the principles described in this article, policymakers can enable these new, exciting technologies to grow in healthy and optimal ways.